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Abstract

With synthetic data generation, the required amount of human-generated training data can be
reduced significantly. In this work, we explore the usage of automatic paraphrasing models such
as GPT-2 and CVAE to augment template phrases for task-oriented dialogue systems while pre-
serving the slots. Additionally, we systematically analyze how far manually annotated training
data can be reduced. We extrinsically evaluate the performance of a natural language understand-
ing system on augmented data on various levels of data availability, reducing manually written
templates by up to 75 percent while preserving the same level of accuracy. We further point out
that the typical NLG quality metrics such as BLEU, utterance similarity, or utterance perplexity,
are not suitable to assess the intrinsic quality of NLU paraphrases, and that public task-oriented
NLU datasets such as ATIS and SNIPS have severe limitations.

1 Introduction

Task-oriented conversational assistants are designed to perform certain tasks to accomplish a user’s goal,
such as booking a table at a restaurant, or playing a specific song. Natural Language Understanding
(NLU) systems are components of such assistants to perform the tasks of intent classification and slot
filling (Tur and De Mori, 2011). Training data for NLU systems consists of user utterances such as ”I
want to book a table in an Italian restaurant”, annotated with the intent (here book a restaurant) and
slots (here cuisine = ”Italian”). In order to increase wider availability of such systems, the manual effort
required to conduct such annotations for every domain and language must be reduced. For this purpose,
we explore automatic template phrase augmentation possibilities using paraphrasing techniques.

Our starting point are template phrases in natural language, such as ”Play [song] by [artist]”, con-
taining placeholders for slot types. These template phrases can be specified by developers and are auto-
matically populated from database entries. Our strategy is to directly generate a larger and more varied
number of these templates rather than first generating and then paraphrasing example sentences. Com-
paring two different paraphrasing techniques, namely a Conditional Variational Autoencoder (CVAE)
(Sohn et al., 2015) and the language model GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019), we aim to analyze:

• Under which circumstances does paraphrasing template phrases increase the performance of an
NLU system? What are the limitations of this approach?

• How far we can reduce the amount of manually annotated data without a significant loss in NLU
performance?

• Which role does the quality of the generated paraphrases in terms of diversity, grammatical correct-
ness and preservation of the intent play in downstream tasks?
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Intent Example utterance Input Generated

GetWeather What’s the weather going to be in <city><state>at <timeRange> x
GetWeather Will it be getting <condition description>on <timeRange>in <country> x
GetWeather Is there any chance to change your forecast for <timeRange>in <country> x
GetWeather Will the temperature be going to be <condition temperature>in <timeRange> x
GetWeather You can forecast the weather for <timerange>in <country> x
PlayMusic I would like to hear <track> x
PlayMusic Please play a <music item>off the <artist><music item><album> x
PlayMusic I would love to hear some <sort><music> x
PlayMusic Play some <artist>music that we think people will enjoy x
PlayMusic Play <music item>by <artist> x

Table 1: Example input and output template phrases finetuning GPT-2 on single template phrases

2 Related Work

Data augmentation for task-oriented dialogue systems has been explored in multiple directions (Yu et al.,
2020; Louvan and Magnini, 2020; Kumar et al., 2020).
Witteveen et al. (2019) use a supervised approach to paraphrase sentences by fine-tuning GPT-2 on pairs
of phrases that are separated with a delimiter. Similar to our approach, Malandrakis et al. (2019) explore
variants of variational autoencoders to generate template phrases. However, they do not report results on
publicly available benchmark datasets, and focus only on the task of intent classification, disregarding
the often more challenging tasks of slot filling and slot preservation in paraphrasing.

3 Methodology

To simulate the industry development bootstrapping scenario on publicly available datasets, we automat-
ically construct template phrases by replacing slot values in every utterance with generic slot tokens.
We start with a pre-trained GPT-2 model from the Huggingface Python library (Wolf et al., 2020), which
we further fine-tune for the task of template phrase generation, treating the slot placeholders as tokens.
We then sample from the fine-tuned model to obtain paraphrases. The fine-tuning is performed on un-
paired template phrases, and only for a small number of epochs to avoid overfitting on the limited training
data. The embedding layer of GPT-2, which is shared between the input and output layer, is kept fixed
from the pre-training and is not trained during fine-tuning. We observe that not adapting the previously
learned embeddings leads to more diverse paraphrases, as more of the knowledge acquired during pre-
training can be incorporated. We train one model for each intent in a dataset separately. The training
data is the set of template phrases from the same intent.
At inference time, the model receives only the Beginning-Of-Sentence token [BOS] as input. When
sampling from the predicted distribution, it generates phrases that are similar to the training data. After
generation, we automatically fill the generated templates with specific slot values from a database to ob-
tain user utterances. For each slot type, we randomly pick a slot value to substitute the placeholder in the
template phrase (e.g. date = ”tomorrow evening”). A selection of input template phrases and generated
phrases from GPT-2 are shown in Table 1.

4 Experiments

We conduct our experiments on the frequently used NLU benchmark datasets ATIS (Hemphill et al.,
1990) and SNIPS (Coucke et al., 2018). From the datasets we automatically construct template phrases.
These template phrases are used as training data for GPT-2 and a CVAE to generate additional template
phrases. To compare the results of augmented and non-augmented data we use a bi-directional LSTM
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) similar to Hakkani-Tür et al. (2016) that jointly performs slot filling
and intent classification. In line with previous work on the used datasets, only slots where all tokens are
correctly labeled are considered correct.



Figure 1: Scores for slot filling (bar chart) and intent classification (line chart) on the SNIPS test data
augmented using GPT-2. The x-axis shows the number of original utterances per intent used to create
templates to train paraphrasing models. The y-axis shows the performance of NLU models trained on
each (augmented) split. Different colors represent different augmentation multipliers for the initial data.

Figure 1 shows that the performance of the NLU system increases for all used splits when adding data
generated using GPT-2 to the SNIPS dataset. The results for the CVAE are similar, indicating that both
approaches are suitable to generate useful paraphrases for improving the downstream tasks. We com-
pute intrinsic metrics in order to assess diversity and grammatical correctness of the generated phrases.
Especially language model perplexity scores (Chen et al., 1998) should in theory be lower for grammati-
cally correct and coherent phrases. However, this is not well applicable on a task-oriented conversational
assistant scenario relying on a multitude of slot-values. Table 2 shows several example utterances and
their corresponding perplexity computed using a pre-trained GPT-2 model. BLEU scores (Papineni et
al., 2002) did not capture enough structure of the phrases to evaluate for coherence.

Utterance Perplexity Comment

What will be the weather tomorrow in New York? 30.92
What will be the weather on tomorrow in New York? 44.94 Wrong preposition
What will be the weather tomorrow in Cincinnati? 59.97 Uncommon Location
What will be the weather on Sunday in Cincinnati? 44.83
What will be the best food tomorrow in New York? 41.78 Not GetWeather intent

Table 2: Comparison of perplexity scores for several utterances obtained using a pre-trained GPT-2
model. The selected examples show that perplexity is not always a reliable metric to evaluate grammati-
cal correctness.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we investigate the paraphrasing of template phrases as a data augmentation method for
task-oriented conversational assistants. Our results show that both used models, the CVAE and GPT-2,
are suitable to generate useful paraphrases, improving the performance on downstream tasks. We further
point out that we cannot properly assess the intrinsic quality of NLU paraphrases with traditional NLG
quality metrics such as BLEU, utterance embedding similarity, or utterance perplexity, and show that
these metrics do not correlate with downstream performance improvements. The main limitation for
further improving the proposed approach is a lack of diversity in publicly available task-oriented NLU
datasets. Both datasets used in this work, i.e. ATIS and SNIPS, contain only a very small number of
intents that are very distinct from each other, compared to real-world applications.
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